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Th is story is the third in the ‘BLEAGH!’ series. In book two, ‘BLEAGH Th is story is the third in the ‘BLEAGH!’ series. In book two, ‘BLEAGH 

and BLEEP! A second book about values’, BLEAGH the monster (or B and BLEEP! A second book about values’, BLEAGH the monster (or B 

for short) and his baby sister, BLEEP, team up for an afternoon of fun, for short) and his baby sister, BLEEP, team up for an afternoon of fun, 

homework and exploration.homework and exploration.

B and BLEEP scooped up the puppy in their armsB and BLEEP scooped up the puppy in their arms

It wriggled and squirmed and licked.It wriggled and squirmed and licked.

‘He’s really friendly!’ the two monsters laughed‘He’s really friendly!’ the two monsters laughed

And so from the pet shelter, BAXTER was picked.And so from the pet shelter, BAXTER was picked.
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A few days before, a monster family meeting had been calledA few days before, a monster family meeting had been called

To discuss whether they should get a petTo discuss whether they should get a pet

‘It’s a big responsibility,’ the monster parents said‘It’s a big responsibility,’ the monster parents said

But the little monsters’ hearts were set.But the little monsters’ hearts were set.

B and BLEEP wanted to go to the pet storeB and BLEEP wanted to go to the pet store

It was full of hamsters, puppies, kittens and fi shIt was full of hamsters, puppies, kittens and fi sh

But out of all the lovable animals there,But out of all the lovable animals there,

Owning a puppy was their greatest wish.Owning a puppy was their greatest wish.
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‘What if we adopted one instead?’ asked Dad‘What if we adopted one instead?’ asked Dad

Two puzzled faces looked at him blanklyTwo puzzled faces looked at him blankly

‘Th ere’re dogs that don’t have homes anymore,‘Th ere’re dogs that don’t have homes anymore,

Th eir owners can’t take care of them.’ he said frankly.Th eir owners can’t take care of them.’ he said frankly.

Dad went on to explainDad went on to explain

About stray dogs needing homes too.About stray dogs needing homes too.

‘Th ey may not look as cute as the ones in the pet store,‘Th ey may not look as cute as the ones in the pet store,

But they’ll be furry, loyal friends through and through.’But they’ll be furry, loyal friends through and through.’

So the decision was made and the family thoughtSo the decision was made and the family thought

‘At least we can save the life of one!’‘At least we can save the life of one!’

And as we all should know, doing a little bit of goodAnd as we all should know, doing a little bit of good

Is much better than doing none.Is much better than doing none.
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